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Abstract
This paper proposes a method of blindly estimating the reverberation time (RT) based on the

concept of the modulation transfer function (MTF). It is used to estimate the RT from the reverberant
signal without measuring room impulse response (RIR). We incorporated a process for estimating a
parameter related to the RT into the method of MTF-based speech dereverberation we previously pro-
posed. We investigated whether the estimation process we then presented worked as a blind method
of the RT estimation and found problems with it. We therefore propose a new method of blindly esti-
mating the RT to resolve these problems, where the RT is correctly estimated by inverse-MTF filtering
in the modulation frequency domain. We evaluated the new method with the previous approach using
both artificial MTF-based signals and speech signals to demonstrate how accurately it could estimate
the RT in artificial reverberant environments. The results revealed that it could accurately estimate
RTs from observed reverberant signals. The results suggested that it could accurately estimate the RT
from observed reverberant signals.

1 Introduction

Reverberation time (RT) is one of the most significant
parameters for characterizing room acoustics [1]. Re-
verberation affects both speech intelligibility and sound
localization. Therefore, RT is used as a useful parameter
for various speech signal processes such as F0 estimates
from reverberant speech, speech dereverberation, and
robust speech recognition in reverberant environments
[2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8].

The RT specifies the duration for which a sound per-
sists after it has been switched off. The persistence of
sound is due to the multiple reflections of sound from
various surfaces in the room. Thus, the RT is defined
as the T60 time, which is the time taken for the sound
to decay to 60 dB below its value at cessation [1, 9].
This decay curve for the sound energy is precisely cal-
culated using the room impulse responses (RIRs) [10].
Therefore, stable and accurate methods for measuring
the RIRs by bursting balloons, firing gunshots, or the
time stretched pulse (TSP) are required to accurately
determine the RT [1, 11].

These methods can be used to accurately determine
the RT for room acoustics. In practice, they may have
problems with use under realistic conditions, such as
ambient noise-floor and time-variant conditions due to
variations in temperature, humidity, shapes-of-rooms,
or moving objects [1]. Prediction and methods of esti-
mating the decay function have been proposed to resolve
noise-floor issue. However, it is very difficult to instan-
taneously measure the RIRs and then to simultaneously
apply the estimated RT to applications of speech dere-
verberation or speech recognition in the same situations
in reverberant environments. The RT can not only be
determined without measuring the RIRs under realistic
conditions but it can also work on the applications even
if the characteristics of the room acoustics are varied.

We therefore incorporated a process for estimating a
parameter related to the RT into the MTF-based meth-
ods of speech dereverberation we previously proposed
[5, 6]. We investigated whether the estimation process
we then presented worked as a method of blind estima-
tion and found problems with it. Here, we proposed
a new method of blind estimation based on the MTF
concept to resolve these problems.

2 MTF-based power envelope in-
verse filtering

2.1 MTF concept

The MTF concept was proposed by Houtgast and
Steeneken to account for the relationship between the
transfer function in an enclosure in terms of input and
output signal envelopes and the characteristics of the
enclosure such as reverberation [12]. This concept was
introduced as a measure in room acoustics for assessing
the effect of the enclosure on speech intelligibility [12,
13, 14]. The complex MTF is defined as

M(ω) =

∫∞
0 h2(t) exp(jωt)dt∫∞

0 h2(t)dt
, (1)

where h(t) is the RIR and ω is the radian frequency. A
well-known stochastic approximation of the impulse re-
sponse (artificial RIR) for room acoustics [15] is defined
as

h(t) = eh(t)n(t) = a exp
(
−6.9t

TR

)
n(t), (2)

where eh(t) is the exponential decay temporal envelope,
a is a constant amplitude, TR is the reverberant time
defined as the time required for the power of h(t) to
decay by 60 dB, and n(t) is the white noise carrier as a
random variable (uncorrelated-carrier).

The corresponding MTF, m(fm), can be obtained as

m(fm) = |M(fm)| =
[
1 +

(
2πfm

TR

13.8

)2
]−1/2

. (3)

For a radian modulation frequency ω = 2πfm of the
temporal envelope, Eq. (3) can be regarded as the mod-
ulation index, i.e., the degree of relative fluctuation in
the normalized amplitude with respect to the modula-
tion frequency fm. On the basis of this characteris-
tic, TR can be predicted from a specific modulation fre-
quency by using the MTF. Figure 1 shows the MTF,
m(fm), as a function of TR. The MTF has characteris-
tics of low-pass filtering as a function of fm.

2.2 Restoration of power envelope based
on MTF

The observed reverberant signal, the original signal, and
the stochastic idealized RIR were assumed to correspond
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Figure 1: Theoretical curves representing modulation
transfer function, m(fm), under various conditions with
TR = 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 1.0, and 2.0 s.

to y(t), x(t), and h(t) in the MTF-based dereverbera-
tion model [5, 6]. These can be modeled as:

y(t) = x(t) ∗ h(t), (4)
x(t) = ex(t)n1(t), (5)
h(t) = eh(t)n2(t), (6)
eh(t) = a exp(−6.9t/TR), (7)

〈nk(t)nk(t− τ)〉 = δ(τ). (8)

Here, the asterisk “∗” denotes the operation of convo-
lution and ex(t) and eh(t) are the envelopes of x(t) and
h(t). The n1(t) and n2(t) indicate respective mutually
independent random variables (white noise functions).

In this model, ey(t) can be determined as

e2
y(t) = e2

x(t) ∗ e2
h(t) (9)

due to the independence of n1(t) and n2(t) [5]. To cope
with these signals in a computer simulation, these vari-
ables are transformed from a continuous signal to a dis-
crete signal, such as e2

x[n], e2
h[n], e2

y[n], x[n], h[n], and
y[n] based on the sampling theorem. Here, n is the num-
ber of samples and fs is the sampling frequency. In this
paper, fs is set to 20 kHz.

The transfer function of the power envelope of the
impulse response, Z[e2

h[n]], on the modulation frequency
domain can be obtained as

Z[e2
h[n]] =

a2

1− exp
(
− 13.8

TR·fs

)
z−1

, (10)

where Z[·] is the z-transformation. Thus, modulation
spectrum Z[e2

x[n]] can be obtained as

Z[e2
x[n]] =

Z[e2
y[n]]
a2

{
1− exp

(
− 13.8

TR · fs

)}
z−1. (11)

Since 1/Z[e2
h[n]] is the inverse filtering of the power en-

velope of the impulse response, this is referred to as in-
verse MTF. This can be obtained as a 1st order Infinite
Impulse Response (IIR) filter.

Figure 2 shows these modulation relations on the
time domain when the original power envelope is sinu-
soidal (10 Hz). Figures 2(b), (d), and (f) show orig-
inal signal x(t), reverberant signal y(t), and impulse

response h(t). Figures 2(a), (c), and (e) show power
envelopes e2

x(t), e2
y(t), and e2

h(t) of all signals. Figure
2(e) shows result of convolution of Figs. 2(a) and (c)
at TR = 0.5 s as derived in Eq. (9). Figure 2(g) shows
the power envelope restored from Fig. 2(e) by inverse
filtering. When TR = 0.5 s as a parameter of the inverse
filter, the restored power envelope is the same as that
in Fig. 2(a). In Fig. 1, this restoration was done by
inverse filtering at m(fm) = 0.402, where fm = 10 Hz
and TR = 0.5 s, to obtain m(fm) = 1. When TR = 1.0
s, the restored power envelope is over modulated.

2.3 TR estimates and problems

The power envelope, e2
y(t), in inverse filtering [5] can be

extracted using

ê2
y(t) := LPF

[|y(t) + jHilbert[y(t)]|2] . (12)

Here, LPF[·] is low-pass filtering operator, and Hilbert[·]
is the Hilbert transform [5]. We set the cut-off frequency
of the LPF to 20 Hz to retain most of the important
modulation information for speech perception [5, 6].

In our previous method, TR could be blindly deter-
mined as

T̂R = max

(
arg min

TR

∫ T

0

|min(ê2
x,TR

(t), 0)|dt

)
, (13)

where T is the signal duration. The RT is constrained as
TR,min < TR < TR,max. These are the lower and upper
bounds of TR (in this paper, 0 < TR < 3 s was used).
This equation means that when the biggest dip of the
restored power envelope ê2

x(t) is 0 in the restoration, T̂R

can be determined. This is because the power envelope
does not have a negative value.

In our previous method, T̂R was an appropriate value
for restoring the power envelope; however, we found that
T̂R was less than the value of TR in the system as TR

increased (this will be described in Sec. 4 in more de-
tail, see dashed lines in Figs. 6, 7), and 8. Therefore,
we could not use our previous method as a method of
blindly estimating the RT. This problem was caused
because when the power envelope was extracted from
the reverberant signal by using Eq. (12), the high fre-
quency components were not completely removed from
the power envelope after realistic low-pass filtering and
they were emphasized by the inverse MTF filter. The
dips in the restored power envelope were therefore the
sharpest due to these emphasized components. Since
Eq. (13) can be used to determine the lowest zero points
in the restored power envelope (modulation index of 1),
the deepest dips caused the RT to be underestimated.

3 Proposed method

3.1 Model concept

Figure 3 shows the power envelopes ((a) and (c)) ex-
tracted using Eq. (12) and the modulation spectra ((b)
and (d)) of an artificial signal, which has a sinusoidal
power envelope (modulation frequency of 5 Hz). Figs.
3(a) and (b) show the non-reverberated originals and
Figs. 3(c) and (d) show them at TR = 2.0 s. Both
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Figure 2: Examples of relationships between power envelopes of system based on MTF concept: (a) power envelope
e2

x(t) of (b) original signal x(t), (c) power envelope e2
h(t) of (d) impulse response h(t), (e) power envelope e2

y(t) derived
from e2

x(t) ∗ e2
h(t), (f) reverberant signal y(t) derived from x(t) ∗ h(t), and (g) restored power envelope ê2

x(t).
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(d) Modulation spectrum

Figure 3: Extracted power envelopes ((a) and (c)) and
modulation spectra ((b) and (d)) of reverberant sinu-
soids.

modulation spectra at 0 Hz (DC, (b) and (d)) are the
same so that the MTF at 0 Hz is 0 dB. The original
modulation spectrum at 5 Hz is the same as that at 0
Hz. As shown in Figs. 3(b) and (d), we found that the
entire modulation spectrum of the reverberant signal is
reduced as the RT increases, according to the MTF, as
shown in Fig. 1.

These useful characteristics enabled us to model a
strategy for blindly the estimating RT from the observed
reverberant signal. This meant that a specific RT could
be determined by compensating for the reduced modu-

lation spectrum at a dominant frequency based on the
MTF being 0 dB (the modulation index was restored to
1). While our previous method dealt with restoring the
power envelope of the signal to a modulation index of 1
from the reduced index in the time domain, as this new
method dealt with the modulation spectrum related to
the modulation index of the power envelope in the mod-
ulation frequency domain, it should be possible to stably
and accurately estimate the RT.

3.2 Proposed method of estimation

Based on the model concept, we propose a method of
blindly estimating the RT in the modulation frequency
domain. This is since it can be used to manipulate
the dominant modulation frequency component of the
power envelope in this domain. We assumed that

log Ey(0) = log Ex(0), (14)
log Ex(fdm) = log Ex(0) (15)

in the proposed method, where Ex(fm) is the modu-
lation spectrum of e2

x(t) and Ey(fm) is that of e2
y(t).

The fdm is the dominant modulation frequency (e.g.,
fdm = 5 Hz in Fig. 3). Although these were our ini-
tial assumptions in the proposed method, we also found
that they were useful characteristics in practice. Based
on these, the estimated RT, T̂R, can be obtained from
the reduced spectrum and the MTF:

T̂R = arg min
TR

(|log Ey(0) + log m̂(fdm, TR)

− logEy(fdm)|) , (16)
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(d) Modulation spectrum

Figure 5: Extracted power envelopes ((a) and (c)) and
modulation spectra ((b) and (d)) of reverberant speech.

where m̂(fm, TR) is the derived MTF at specific fm as
a function of TR.

Figure 4 is block diagram for blindly estimating TR

using Eq. (16). Here, FFT is the fast Fourier transform
and ACF is the auto-correlation function. ACF was used
for e2

y(t) in the time domain to determine the dominant
frequency, fdm, in the modulation spectrum, Ey(fm).
In restoring the power envelope, the inverse MTF filter
in Eqs. (10) and (11) was used to derive m̂(fdm, TR).

For example, the dotted lines in Figs. 3(a)-(d) in-
dicate the MTF at the T̂R, derived with the proposed
method. Figures 5(a) and (c) show the power envelopes
and (b) and (d) show the modulation spectra of a band
limited speech signal. The format for Fig. 5 is the same
as that for Fig. 3. In the power envelope in Fig. 3(a), its
modulation spectrum at the dominant frequency (fdm

Hz) is the same as that at near 0 Hz (fL Hz). The
power envelopes as shown in Fig. 5 can often be found
in band-limited speech signals.

4 Evaluation

In this section, we discuss our evaluations of the pro-
posed method using reverberant (artificial) sinusoidal
and speech signals to confirm whether it worked on blind
estimates based on our basic concept. We used the
100 artificial RIRs (h(t)s in Eq. (6)), five RTs (TR =
0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 1.0, and 2.0 s) for the artificial signal (sinu-
soid of 5 Hz), x(t), whose power envelope is in Fig. 3(a)
and eight speech signals (x(t)s) in the evaluation, which
were Japanese sentences uttered by a female speaker
[16]. All speech signals were decomposed using con-
stant bandwidth filterbank (100-Hz bandwidth and 100-
channels). The power envelope had to have restrictions
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Figure 6: Estimated reverberation time from reverber-
ant sinusoids.

to enable our model concept to be applied to speech
signals. All channels we used in the evaluations were
chosen beforehand. All reverberant signals, y(t), were
obtained through 500 (for artificial signals) and 4, 000
(= 100× 5 × 8, for speech signals) convolutions of x(t)
with h(t).

4.1 Test for reverberant sinusoidal sig-
nal

Figure 6 plots the estimated RTs, T̂Rs, from reverberant
(artificial) sinusoidal signals. The points represent the
means for T̂Rs and the error bars represent their stan-
dard deviations. The dotted lines indicate the original
RT and the dashed lines indicate the RT estimated by
the previous method we proposed [5, 6]. In this case,
the T̂R is underestimated by the previous method as
the original TR increases. T̂Rs are almost completely
matched to the original at all TRs in Fig. 6.

4.2 Test for reverberant speech signal

Figure 7 plots the estimated RTs, T̂Rs, from reverberant
speech signals in which the adequate eight-channels for
estimating RTs were chosen in advance for each speech
signal and then the estimated RT was determined as the
averaged of the RTs in these channels. Figure 8 plots the
estimated RTs, T̂Rs, from the same reverberant speech
signals, by using an automatic channel selection method.
In this paper, a channel, which two-specific peaks exist
in the power envelope, is chosen as an adequate channel
for estimating the RTs.

The figure format is the same as Fig. 6. In both
cases, the T̂R is underestimated by the previous method
as the original TR increases. T̂Rs are matched to the
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Figure 7: Estimated reverberation time from reverber-
ant speech (fixed channel).
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Figure 8: Estimated reverberation time from reverber-
ant speech (with automatic channel selection).

original at all TRs in Fig. 7. T̂Rs are somewhat mis-
matched to the original at longer TR in Fig. 8. In Figs.
7 and 8, the standard deviation for T̂R using the pro-
posed method tends to be reduced when TR estimates of
some channels for reverberant speech signals are used.

5 Conclusion

This paper proposed a method of blindly estimating the
RT from observed speech signals based on the MTF
concept. We identified problems with the method of
estimating TR we previously presented in MTF-based
speech dereverberation. This was because inverse MTF
filtering amplifies higher frequency components in the
power envelope. We proposed a blind method of esti-
mating TR in the modulation frequency domain. We
evaluated the new method with the previous approach
using 4, 000 reverberant speech signals. The results re-
vealed that it could correctly estimate the RTs from
observed reverberant signals.

In the future, we intend to deal with real recorded
speech in various reverberant environments by adapting
and modifying our MTF-based RT estimation method.
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